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Preface 

High significance, wide scope and multipurpose uses of C-hetero bonds inspire the author to 

carry out the methodological reaction-based work on C-hetero bond forming reactions. Carbon-

hetero bond has a distinct position in organic chemistry in concern of their medicinal or material 

properties. Most of the pharmaceuticals are often contains Carbon-nitrogen bonds whereas 

basically all of the natural products contain Carbon-oxygen bonds. Besides, heterocyclic 

compounds which have C-S, C-O or C-N bonds are found in all application of 

biochemistry/chemistry. Extensive research work has been done to explore or to find the 

biological importance as well as material properties of these classes of compounds by several 

research groups. 

The area of Carbon-heteroatom bond forming reactions has gained a mammothattraction due to 

the wide range of applications they have in designing the compound withchemical or biological 

activities. Thus, extensive amount of new methodologies has been developed for their synthesis. 

Most of thereported methodological works doesn‘t fit well in aspect of their easy, straight-

forward or environmentallybenign nature. Thus, development of new methodologies is still 

going on to reach the green andmild approach for the sustainable development. Among the 

varieties ofcarbon-hetero compounds, this thesis covered methodological based works on some 

ofthem. This thesis contains the conversion of aldehyde into nitrile catalysed by Fe3O4-CTAB 

nano particle, polymeric Cu (II)-catalysed simple and mild transformation of diketone into 2, 3, 

5-trisubstituted imidazole, preparation of pyrazines and quinoxalines derivatives form the 

conventional precursors by mild reaction technique using the same polymeric Cu (II)-catalyst 

and finally the preparation of quinoxalines form an unconventional predecessor. 

The key aim of this thesis is to offer new literature on methodological work on C-heteroatom 

bond basically carbon-nitrogen forming reactions. The new methodological protocols described 

in this thesis are cost-effective, milder and environment friendly which definitely meet the 

presentdemand on the aspect of green and sustainable development. 

 

 


